YARDI PAYSCAN FULL SERVICE

Simplify your accounts payable

Let Yardi receive, scan and input your vendor invoices. Set up approval workflows through PayScan to gain complete visibility, go paperless, reduce errors and accelerate processing time.

SAVE TIME
Eliminate manual invoice creation and data entry in order to focus on higher-value tasks.

GAIN TRANSPARENCY
Get a centralized, 360-degree view of transactions and audit trails.

INCREASE CONTROL
Gain better oversight over your organization’s cash flow.
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GO PAPERLESS
Reduce costs associated with copying, mailing and storing paper invoices.

MOBILE ACCESS
Work on the go with the PayScan mobile app. Manage payables and approvals from anywhere.

POWERFUL ANALYTICS
Drive continuous process improvements with powerful analytics.

DATA INTEGRATION
View related purchase orders, work orders and contracts from each invoice.

CENTRALIZED OVERSIGHT
Gain insight into organizational spend, standardize approvals and improve decision-making.

INCREASE EFFICIENCY & PRODUCTIVITY
Let Yardi take on the time-consuming task of processing invoices to keep your business running as efficiently as possible.
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